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More Bang for Your Buck: Boosting Performance with
Capped Power Consumption
Juan Chen , Xinxin Qi, Feihao Wu, Jianbin Fang, Yong Dong, Yuan Yuan, Zheng Wang, and Keqin Li
Abstract: Achieving faster performance without increasing power and energy consumption for computing systems is
an outstanding challenge. This paper develops a novel resource allocation scheme for memory-bound applications
running on High-Performance Computing (HPC) clusters, aiming to improve application performance without
breaching peak power constraints and total energy consumption. Our scheme estimates how the number of
processor cores and CPU frequency setting affects the application performance. It then uses the estimate to
provide additional compute nodes to memory-bound applications if it is profitable to do so. We implement and apply
our algorithm to 12 representative benchmarks from the NAS parallel benchmark and HPC Challenge (HPCC)
benchmark suites and evaluate it on a representative HPC cluster. Experimental results show that our approach can
effectively mitigate memory contention to improve application performance, and it achieves this without significantly
increasing the peak power and overall energy consumption. Our approach obtains on average 12.69% performance
improvement over the default resource allocation strategy, but uses 7.06% less total power, which translates into
17.77% energy savings.
Key words: energy efficiency; high-performance computing; performance boost; power control; processor frequency
scaling

1

Introduction

High-Performance Computing (HPC) systems capability
is increasingly constrained by their power consumption,
and this will become worse due to the end of
Dennard scaling[1, 2] . However, HPC users want a higher
performance to run the more complex model or larger
datasets. As such, there is a vital need to find ways
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to boost the efficiency of HPC applications without
increasing power consumption significantly.
Power and performance optimization for HPC systems
is certainly not a new research topic. There is
considerable work on designing innovative compute
architecture for better energy efficiency for HPC
systems[3–11] . Other work utilizes a software-based
resource scheduling approach by carefully determining
the computation resource settings, such as the number
of assigned compute nodes and processor frequency to
match the workload to improve application performance
under a power constraint[12, 13] . A key advantage of a
software-based approach is that it is readily deployable
on existing hardware as no hardware modification is
required[14, 15] .
The allocation of computing resources, such as
computing nodes or Control Processing Unit (CPU)
cores, is essential for power and performance
optimization. Current resource allocation strategies
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aimed at maximizing system use, i.e., no additional
computing nodes would be allocated unless the processor
cores of existing nodes have been fully utilized.
Despite these techniques, they do not offer the optimal
performance for memory-bound applications by using as
few computing nodes as possible to limit the overall
power consumption. As we can see in this paper,
maximizing processor core usage can lead to serious
memory contention, which in turn leads to sub-optimal
performance. Because the memory sub-system is
now becoming a bottleneck of HPC systems[16, 17] , we
need a better resource allocation strategy to effectively
tackle the memory contention problem to achieve higher
performance.
This work aims at developing a new approach for
HPC resource allocation, specifically targeting memorybound data-parallel applications. Our insight is that
instead of maximizing processor utilization, one can
allocate additional computing nodes to reduce memory
contention. If we can do this, we can then free some
processor cores (as well as reduce the number of parallel
processes) on a node to reduce memory contention to
improve memory-bound workload performance.
However, translating this high-level idea into a
practical system is non-trivial. A key challenge is to
determine the optimal number of computing nodes to
be allocated to an application, for a given number of
user-requested processes. If we allocate too few or too
many computing nodes, we either will be unable to gain
much, or the extra power consumption will outweigh the
benefit. Also, our scheduling decision would need to
ensure that additional computing nodes will not generate
substantially more power consumption as compared to
the default approach. To overcome these challenges, we
need a new technique to accurately model the application
behavior to drive a precise resource allocation strategy.
In this paper, we present a novel HPC resource
allocation strategy, which aims to boost the application
performance without significantly compromising
the power consumption budget for memory-bound
workloads. We achieve this by firstly characterizing the
application workload behavior based on offline profiling
information (Section 3.1). The workload characteristics
and profiling information are used to decide how many
computing nodes the target application will be run. We
then propose a new technique for modeling the subtle
interactions between application performance, power
consumption, compute nodes, memory bandwidth
congestion, and CPU clock frequency. The model
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is then used as a method to change the number of
allocated computing nodes and the CPU frequency to
fit the hardware configuration to the workload behavior.
Specifically, if the target application is perceived to
be a memory-bound workload, we reduce the CPU
frequency to lower the system’s power consumption, as
the bottleneck is on memory assessment.
We apply our approach to 12 representative Message
Passing Interface (MPI) benchmarks from the NAS
parallel benchmark and HPC Challenge (HPCC)
benchmark suites. Our evaluation platform is an
HPC cluster with 20 cores per node. Experimental
results show that our approach achieves on average a
12.69% performance improvement over the conventional
resource allocation strategy, but uses 7.06% less total
power, which translates into 17.77% energy savings.
This paper makes the following technical
contributions:
(1) We show that by allocating additional computing
nodes with appropriate CPU frequency settings, one
can boost application performance without increasing
power consumption of the system for memory-bound
workloads (Section 2.2).
(2) We present a novel technique for capturing
interactions between workload characteristics and
computation resource allocation and CPU settings
(Section 3.1).
(3) We present a novel algorithm for scheduling and
configuring resource allocation at the application level,
showing how performance can be enhanced without
infringing the overall power consumption constraint
(Section 3.2).

2
2.1

Background and Overview
Problem scope

Our work tackles the question of resource allocation
for distributed HPC workloads. We target typical HPC
environments where the user job is submitted to a
job queue. As part of the job submission, the user
may specify the number of processes required. We
are interested in developing a resource scheduler for
mapping requested resources (i.e., the number of parallel
processes) to compute nodes in this work. A default
strategy for the problem would be to allocate the minimal
number of compute nodes to run one parallel process on
a physical core. However, as we will show in this paper,
such an approach often leads to sub-optimal performance
for memory-intensive applications. Our goal is to
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determine the optimal number of compute nodes and
the processor clock frequency of each compute node to
reduce the running time of memory-bound applications,
while at the same time to cap the peak power and energy
consumption as the default strategy.
2.2

Motivating example

Considering scheduling bt and cg from the NAS MPI
parallel benchmark suite on an HPC cluster where each
computing node has 20 processor cores (see Section 4.1),
in this example, we assume that a user requests to run
bt and cg with 169 and 128 processes respectively and
both benchmarks run with the class D input.
2.2.1

Room for performance improvement

Figure 1 shows how the number of compute nodes
affects application performance. The baseline here is
to maximize the processor utilization, i.e., using the
minimum number of compute nodes where each parallel
process runs on a physical processor core. With this
baseline strategy, on our evaluation platform, we would
allocate 9 and 7 compute nodes respectively to bt and
cg. In this example, we experimentally allocate one and
two extra compute nodes to the applications but keep the
number of parallel processes unchanged (which will be
evenly distributed across compute nodes).
While running the same number of parallel
processes on more distributed machines incurs a higher
communication latency, both applications benefit from
improved parallel processes distribution. We believe that
the performance improvement is due to less memory
contention between parallel processes. To verify our
hypothesis, we use Intel VTune Amplifier to profile how
often CPU was stalled on the main memory (DRAM) on
a single computing node. This lower-is-better metric is
known as DRAM bound, which captures the computing
node’s RAM contention. Figure 2 shows how DRAM
bound on a single node and the total memory traffic
under different node allocation policies. Using more
compute nodes can lead to a lower DRAM bound value,

Fig. 1 Performance improvement when adding additional
computing nodes without using extra parallel processes.

Fig. 2 How memory traffic on the master node changes
when the number of computing nodes increases.

which suggests that increasing the number of compute
nodes for these two applications can reduce the memory
contention and the frequency of CPU stalls. The less
memory contention and CPU stalls thus lead to improved
running times. However, the sweet spot for computing
node allocations varies across applications. For bt, using
two additional nodes leads to better performance, but
this would lead to slowdown for cg when using just one
additional node.
2.2.2

Power & energy consumption

Figure 3 compares the total peak power of different
number of nodes and different frequencies. The red dash
line denotes the target total power value of 2.6 GHz under
N nodes. Program bt consumes 2076 W at 2.6 GHz
under nine nodes (N = 9). When one and two nodes
are added, the total peak power increases to 2184
and 2305 W, respectively. To constrain the total power
consumption, we have to lower the CPU frequency.
Frequencies 2.4 and 2.2 GHz are set for one and two
increased nodes, respectively. This diagram shows that
although using additional compute nodes results in a
significant increase in total power, by scaling down
processor frequencies the total power can be constrained
to be at the original level. Figure 4 compares energy
consumption when the program runs with the same
number of processes but uses different computing
nodes and CPU frequencies. Without changing the CPU
frequency, using more computing nodes is likely to lead

Fig. 3 Total peak power on multiple nodes changes when
the number of nodes increases. The red dash line denotes the
target total power value of 2.6 GHz under N nodes.
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Running Average Power Limit (RAPL) to take power
measurements from all computing nodes. Then, under
different allocation strategies, the profiling information
is used to estimate the performance gain and energy
consumption to find the optimum setting (Section 3.1).
Finally, we actively analyze the instantaneous power
readings to dynamically adjust the CPU frequency to cap
the peak power of each computing node (Section 3.2) .
Fig. 4 Total energy consumption on different CPU
frequencies when using different number of compute nodes.
The red dash line denotes the target total energy consumption
of 2.6 GHz under N nodes.

to an increase in energy consumption. However, we
can achieve faster job completion time with less energy
consumption by carefully tuning the CPU frequency
and the additional number of computing nodes. The
optimum CPU frequency, however, depends on the
number of computing nodes and the program.
To summarize, running examples have shown that
achieving better performance without increasing the
power consumption and energy usage by the use of
additional compute nodes is possible. However, the
optimum number of compute nodes and the CPU
frequency setting depend on both user-specific resource
requirements and workload characteristics. In the
remainder of this paper, we show how an adaptive
resource scheduler can be developed to perform compute
resource allocation to boost the application performance
without increasing the total power consumption and
energy consumption.
2.3

3

Our Approach

The heart of our approach is a set of functions for
modeling how the resource allocation and frequency
setting affect the application’s performance and power
consumption.
3.1

Power and performance modeling

The overall goal of our power-performance model is to
improve the program performance without increasing
the total power consumption. It achieves this by finding
the relationship of energy consumption of allocated
computing nodes, CPU frequencies, and parallel
execution time. The application execution time, T , and
the energy consumption of N allocated computing
nodes depend on three parameters: the number of
computing nodes, N , the processor frequency, fi , and
the application characteristics (memory-bound or not
in this paper). With these notations in place, our
optimization goal can be formulated as
min T .N; N; fi ; BN /
s.t P C C P
P

Overview of our approach

Our approach is implemented on an HPC cluster as part
of the central job scheduler used. This is completely
automated, and no modification to the application source
code is required. To determine the compute resources to
use for a job that is ready to run, our approach takes as
input the program binary, input data, and user-supplied
requirement the number of parallel processes in our case.
It then determines the number of compute nodes to be
provided to the job and the CPU’s clock frequency to be
used across allocated machines.
To determine the optimal hardware resource allocation
and frequency settings, we first profile the application as
part of the strategy for resource allocation to capture
the memory and CPU characteristics of the target
application (Section 3.1). Specifically, VTune is used to
collect the memory trace and performance metrics of the
target application from a single node, and we use Intel

P
C

C

>0

60

(1)

60

where P denotes the increased power due to N
nodes in addition to the one given by the default resource
allocation policy. Specifically, the default policy would
assign N computing nodes with all processor cores of
a node to be completely used and run at the highest
CPU frequency fmax . We use P to denote the power
savings resulted from the scaling down of the CPU
frequency.
Table 1 lists all the parameters used by our model and
their descriptions. P cpu .fi / is the energy consumption
of a single CPU on one computing node, which depends
on the processor frequency, fi . P mem is the energy
consumption of one computing node for the memory
sub-system. We observe that P mem is relatively stable
(with a variance of less than 2%) for a given program,
regardless of the number of computing nodes to be used.
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Table 1 Parameters used by our power-performance model.
Notation
Description
c
Number of processor cores on each computing node
n
Number of processes
N
Number of assigned computing nodes with the
default resource allocation strategy
N
Number of computing nodes to be increased
bi .t /
Memory traffic of computing node i at time t
BN .t /
Average value of bi .t / for N nodes, 0 6 i 6 N
BN
Maximum value of BN .t /, 0 6 t 6 T where T
represents program running time on N nodes
B
Physical memory bandwidth on a single computing
node
Threshold for the ratio of memory traffic to memory
˛
bandwidth
fmax
Maximum CPU clock frequency
fmin
Minimum CPU clock frequency
fi
Processor clock frequency, which satisfies fmin 6
fi 6 fmax
P cpu .fi / Power consumption of one CPU core with clock
frequency fi
cpu
Power consumption for each CPU core in the idle
Pidle
state, which equals k  P cpu .fmax /
mem
Power consumption of DRAM on one computing
P
node
P other
Power consumption of compoents other than the
CPU and DRAM on one computing node

As such, we set P mem to be a constant value for a given
program.
3.1.1

Memory behaviour characterization

Suppose we allocate N computing nodes to run a
parallel program. Assume at time t (0 6 t 6 T ), the
memory traffic on each node is b1 .t /, b2 .t /; : : : ; bN .t /,
respectively. The average memory traffic per node,
BN .t/, can then be calculated as
PN
bi .t /
(2)
BN .t / D i D1
N
We use the maximum value of BN .t / across all
sample periods to denote the peak memory traffic of
the target program. The peak memory traffic, BN , is
denoted as
BN D max BN .t /
(3)
06t6T

Let B denote the memory bandwidth of a computing
node. We consider the closer the peak memory traffic,
BN , to the bandwidth, B, the more memory-intensive
the application. We consider an application to be
memory-bound if BN /B is greater than a threshold,
˛. In this work, we only try to provide memory-bound
applications with extra computing nodes to reduce

memory contention. Given this setting, one may come
up with the following intuitive condition:
N  BN D .N C N /  B.N CN /

(4)

However, Eq. (4) is not satisfied with a memorybound program. As Fig. 2 suggests, the more nodes,
the heavier the total memory traffic will be. Note that
the total memory traffic of N nodes is less than that of
N C 1 nodes. In other words, N  BN is usually smaller
than the demand for the total memory traffic under
memory-bound cases. When sufficient computing nodes
are provided (N perf ), we can minimize the memory
contention. As such, we have the following formulation:


bound
N
BN D .N C N perf /B.N CN perf / (5)
˛
where bound denotes the degree of memory contention.
We use VTune in this work to count the bound value for
each program, but other profiling tools can also be used.
For example, running sp with 169 processes on 9 of our
computing nodes gives a bound value of 0.401. As such,
the performance improvement, N perf , as a result of
using additional computing nodes can be modeled as
 BN /
N  . bound
˛
N perf D
N:
B.N CN perf /
3.1.2 Performance modeling
For memory-bound programs, the increased memory
traffic per node after adding extra computing nodes can
be calculated as
BN CN perf D ˛  B

(6)

The maximum number of extra computing nodes,
N perf , that will be profitable sill, can be defined as


bound
N
 BN
(7)
˛
perf
N
D
N
˛B
3.1.3 Power modeling
Since the current multi-core design often does not
provide voltage scaling on a per-processor core basis,
using extra computing nodes will increase the energy
consumption even some of the cores are not utilized, if
we do not scale down the CPU frequency. Recall that
our goal is to ensure the total power consumption of
(N C N ) computing nodes does not surpass that of N
computing nodes with a CPU frequency of fmax . This
constraint can be defined as
cpu
nP cpu .fmax / C .N  c n/  Pidle C P mem  N C
P other  N > n  P cpu .fmid / C ..N C N /  c
cpu
Pidle CP mem .N CN /CP other

 .N CN /

n/
(8)
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where
cpu
Pidle

DkP

cpu

.fmax /:

Here, the left term of Formula (8) represents the default
allocation policy for N nodes. The right term represents
our strategy for using (N C N ) nodes. In Formula
(8), we assume N numbers of nodes will lead to
cpu
N  c  Pidle power consumption for idle cores.
We also assume the memory power consumption is a
constant value, P mem . In order to keep the total power
consumption at a similar level as the N allocation
scheme, all n busy processor cores frequencies have
to be scaled down from fmax to fmid . As such, we take
the average of fmax and fmin as fmid .
Using Formula (8), we have the maximum value of
N , namely N power , as
n  .P cpu .fmax / P cpu .fmid //
N power D
(9)
c  k  P cpu .fmax / C P mem C P other
Take the power consumption into consideration, the
number of extra computing nodes to use will need to fall
into the range of [0, N power ].
3.1.4 Putting together
Considering both the power and performance constraints,
the additional profitable computing nodes N will be
N 2 Œ0; N perf  \ Œ0; N power 
(10)
To maximize the performance boost, we take the
maximum number of this interval in Formula (10). Then,
we can achieve the optimal N  :
N  D maxfŒ0; N perf  \ Œ0; N power g
(11)
In Formula (8), let N D N  , we have
cpu
nP cpu .fmax /C.N c n/ Pidle C P mem  N C
P other N > nP cpu .fi /C..N CN  /c n/
cpu

Pidle CP mem .N CN  /CP other .N CN  /
(12)
cpu
cpu
where P .fmid / is replaced by P .fi /. Then, we
have
cpu
nP cpu .fmax / N  .c Pidle CP mem P other /
P cpu .fi / 6
n
(13)
Let the initial optimal processor frequency f  be
defined in such a way that
P cpu .f  / D maxfP cpu .fi /g
(14)
The adjustable frequency range for a parallel program
running on our supercomputer system is Œfmin ; fmax  with
0.1 GHz as the scale. In Table 2, the initial optimal
frequency f  can be found out to make P cpu .f  /
most approach to maxfP cpu .fi /g. In the section of
experiments, we show the detailed value for Table 2
for our experimental platform.
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Table 2 Model parameters for single-core power estimation.
CPU frequency (GHz)
P cpu .fi / (W)
cpu
fmax
P .fmax /
fmax f
P cpu .fmax f /
fmax 2  f
P cpu .fmax 2  f /
:::
...
fmin
P cpu .fmin /

Besides the optimal N  and f  , we also calculate
power consumption of a single CPU after adding nodes
Pfi , as shown in Eq. (14). With f  as the initial
frequency and Pfi as a power limit value, we use RAPL
to perform power capping. RAPL provides a series of
Model Specific Register (MSR) interfaces, such as power
limit, time window, clamp bit, etc., to perform power
limiting by specifying these interfaces.
3.2

Resource allocation

Our resource allocation scheme is described in
Algorithm 1. This algorithm obtains nearly optimal
values for a given program, N and f  , for parallel
performance boost without any increase in total power.
The algorithm’s input parameters include the
maximum/minimum CPU frequencies fmax /fmin ,
physical memory bandwidth B, the threshold for
memory traffic to physical memory bandwidth ratio
˛, the default allocated node number N , the number
of processes n, and the number of cores per node c.
The outputs are the optimum number of increased
computing nodes for the given program N  and
Algorithm 1 Resource scheduling algorithm
Input: Processor frequency levels fmin ; : : : ; fmax ; physical
memory bandwidth B; memory bandwidth bound ratio ˛; for
a given parallel program, the number of assigned computing
nodes N under the default resource allocation strategy;
number of processes n; and number of cores per node c;
Output: Number of increased computing nodes N  ; the
uniform processor frequency f  ; and the target power Ptarget
for RAPL.
cpu
1: Measure actual power P
.fi / with different frequencies
cpu
and Pidle ;
2: Run the program and get profiling data by VTune and then
determine the values of BN and bound;
perf
3: Calculate N
by Eq. (7);
4: During the program runs, we use RAPL to measure one-node
memory power P mem and a single-node peak power PN ;
power
5: Calculate N
by Eq. (9);

6: Calculate N by Eq. (11);
N
7: Ptarget D PN 
;
N C N 
cpu

8: Get P
.f / by Eq. (14) and choose a most appropriate
clock frequency f  by Table 2 as the initial frequency;
9: End.
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uniform processor frequency f  .
Our resource allocation scheme works as follows:
Firstly, we measure all the platform related parameters
including all power values in Table 2 under different
cpu
frequency levels and Pidle . Even if at the same frequency
level, the actual power consumption of different
applications could be different. Actual power is closely
related to the utilization rate of CPUs. The power values
listed in Table 2 are the power measured under the nearly
maximum processor utilization rate.
Secondly, we run the program and obtain
corresponding parameters by performance profile
data and power profile data. Performance related
profile data for the given program include BN and
bound. Power related profile data refer to P mem and the
single-node peak power PN . PN is used to calculate
the objective total power. By Eqs. (7) and (9), we can
calculate N perf and N power . The optimal number
of increased nodes N  is obtained by Eq. (11). At
the same time, by Eq. (14), P cpu .f  / is calculated.
According to Table 2, the initial optimal frequency f 
is decided.
Characterizing the applications via profiling does
not restrict our approach, as most scientific computing
applications usually run many times. Even if the profilebased approach consumes a great deal of time on data
profiling, we can still benefit from the later process.
Finally, we get the target power Ptarget , PN 
N
, which is used to control power by RAPL as
N C N 
the given power limit value.
According to this algorithm, to obtain a better optimal
frequency setting, we run the program again for realtime power limiting. We use RAPL to ensure that the
average power does not surpass Ptarget by automatically

Benchmark
sp.D.169
RandomAccess.160
mg.D.128
STREAM.160
DGEMM.160
cg.D.128
bt.D.169
lu.D.128
ft.D.128
FFT.160
PRANTS.160
ep.D.128

adjusting the frequency. In this case, a good starting
point could be provided by the initial optimal f  given
by our model. In Section 5, we show how our model can
effectively support this endeavor.

4
4.1

Experimental Setup
Platform and benchmarks

Hardware. We evaluate our approach with 64
computing nodes on an HPC cluster. Each of the
computing nodes has 64 GB DDR4 RAM and two
Intel Haswell 10-core E5-2660v3 processors running
at 2.6 GHz. The multi-core processor supports Dynamic
Voltage and Frequency Scale (DVFS) with 15 states,
from 1.2 to 2.6 GHz at a step of 0.1 GHz. Thermal
Design Power (TDP) for this processor is 105 W.
Each computing node supports RAPL for power
measurement. We disable hyperthreading to obtain stable
performance.
Benchmarks. We use 12 MPI benchmarks from
the NAS parallel benchmark suite and HPCC[18] suite.
Table 3 lists the benchmarks used in our evaluation.
Software. Each computing node runs CentOS 7.4
with Linux kernel 3.10. We rely on the local Operating
System (OS) to schedule processes and do not bind tasks
to specific cores. All the benchmarks are compiled with
gcc 4.8.5 with “-O3” as the compiler option and run with
openmpi 4.0.0.
4.2

Evaluation methodology

Memory tracing. We use VTune[19] to collect the
memory trace with a sample rate of one second by
running the program on the master node of a cluster.
We take the weighted average of the memory histogram
produced by VTune as the memory traffic value, i.e., BN

Table 3 Algorithm results for about ten compute nodes.
Type
N N  f  Performance boost (%) Power saving (%)
Memory-bound
9
2
1.2
13.98
2.75
Memory-bound
8
1
1.2
9.80
0.35
Memory-bound
7
1
1.9
18.63
0.40
Memory-bound
8
1
1.7
10.19
2.42
Memory-bound
8
2
1.5
18.82
2.12
Memory-bound
7
2
1.2
–3.34
2.90
Memory-bound
9
1
1.8
–1.98
4.27
Memory-bound
7
0
2.6
0
0
CPU-bound
7
0
2.6
0
0
CPU-bound
8
0
2.6
0
0
CPU-bound
8
0
2.6
0
0
CPU-bound
7
0
2.6
0
0

Energy saving (%)
16.22
11.27
18.73
8.84
19.85
–0.29
2.26
0
0
0
0
0
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in Eq. (3). For example, Fig. 5 shows the memory traffic
histogram of benchmark sp with BN D 51:76 GB/s.
Later we show that this strategy is effective in capturing
the memory characteristics of a program.
Energy measurement. We use powergov[20] to
measure processor power consumption and memory
power consumption. Powergov uses RAPL to modelthe
power consumption for processor and memory. We
use mlc[21] to measure memory bandwidth and memory
access delay under the various memory traffic conditions.
We measure the CPU consumption under different
frequency settings on a per-core level. Table 4 gives the
measured per-core power consumption under different
CPU frequencies. For memory power consumption,
our experiments on real hardware show that the

Fig. 5

Memory traffic histogram for benchmark sp.

Table 4 Single-core power and corresponding CPU
frequencies.
CPU frequency
CPU frequency
P cpu .fi /
P cpu .fi /
(GHz)
(GHz)
2:6
7:8
2:5
7:7
2:4
7:5
2:3
7:3
2:2
7:1
2:1
7:0
2:0
6:8
1:9
6:7
1:8
6:4
1:7
6:2
1:6
6:1
1:5
6:0
1:4
5:9
1:3
5:8
1:2
5:7

Benchmark
sp.E.529
RandomAccess.512
mg.E.512
STREAM.512
DGEMM.512
cg.E.512
bt.E.529
lu.E.529
ft.E.512
FFT.512
PRANTS.512
ep.E.529
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memory power consumption is constant as the CPU
frequency changes. Power consumption of the rest
system component, i.e., P other , is around 25 W, which is
obtained through RAPL.
Performance report. We run each model on each
input to collect performance profile data and power
profile data until the 95% confidence bound per model
per input is less than 5%. On average, we run each
benchmark three times for each evaluation setting and
remove obvious outliers. Then, we report the average
performance across multiple runs.

5
5.1

Experimental Result
Overall result

Table 3 shows the performance improvement over the
default resource allocation strategy when using our
approach. It also gives the number of compute nodes
and CPU frequency settings given by our analysis. Here,
column “N  ” shows the number of additional nodes
for each benchmark.
Overall, our approach significantly improves the
performance of memory-bound applications. It achieves
on average 9.44% improvement for the seven memorybound benchmarks, but using less 2.17% total power
consumption. This translates to an average 10.98%
reduction in energy consumption. Our approach
improves the performance for most of the memorybound applications (up to 18.82%) without incurring
power consumption increase.
We also evaluated our approach using a larger dataset
with a larger number of parallel processes using 30
computing nodes. The results are given in Table 5 where
our approach delivers a performance improvement of
up to 12.69% for the seven memory-bound benchmarks,
with an average total savings of 7.06% for power and

Table 5 Algorithm results for about 30 compute nodes.
Type
N
N  f  Performance boost (%) Power saving (%)
Memory-bound 27
4
1.9
10.36
8.02
Memory-bound 26
1
1.2
21.11
11.19
Memory-bound 26
5
1.8
13.00
8.72
Memory-bound 26
3
1.9
13.70
0.35
Memory-bound 26
4
2.2
10.24
–1.21
Memory-bound 26
3
1.9
3.14
11.18
Memory-bound 27
2
2.0
17.31
11.20
Memory-bound 27
0
2.6
0
0
CPU-bound
26
0
2.6
0
0
CPU-bound
26
0
2.6
0
0
CPU-bound
26
0
2.6
0
0
CPU-bound
27
0
2.6
0
0

Energy saving (%)
16.23
30.37
20.45
14.73
8.24
13.25
24.50
0
0
0
0
0
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17.77% energy consumption.
5.2

Impact of using more nodes

Figure 6 shows using more nodes to run programs can
reduce the execution time when the CPU frequency
is fixed at 2.6 GHz. The performance improvement
depends on the degree of memory contention. The higher
the memory contention is, the better the performance
improvement could be achieved by adding more nodes.
However, using more nodes will increase the total power
consumption.
Figure 7 shows the details of the increase of
power consumption in percentage when all processor
frequencies are 2.6 GHz.
5.3

Bandwidth comparison

We compare the sum of memory traffic on N compute
nodes and that on (N C N ) compute nodes in Fig. 8.

Fig. 6

Parallel time reduction due to add one or more nodes.

Fig. 7 Details of the increase of power consumption in
percentage when all processor frequencies are 2.6 GHz.

Fig. 8

N* ) nodes.
Memory traffics of N nodes and (N+

All the memory traffic values in Fig. 8 adopt the
weighted memory bandwidth based on VTune memory
traffic histogram (Fig. 5). For each group of columns,
the left one represents the memory traffic sum on N
nodes and the right one shows the memory traffic sum on
(N C N  ) nodes. N  is determined by model PPC.
For memory-bound applications, memory bandwidth
congestion on N nodes is usually more serious than
that on (N C N  ) nodes. So, memory traffic sum we
measured on N nodes is usually lower than memory
bandwidth the program actually demands. With the
increase of nodes, memory bandwidth congestion starts
to be relieved. Memory traffic sum we measured on
(N C N  ) nodes will be closer to memory bandwidth
demands, larger than memory traffic sum we measured
on N nodes.
5.4

Result using power limit

After calculating the optimal number of compute nodes
N  and the optimal frequency value f  with our
approach, we run seven memory-bound applications
with the fixed frequency f  and get the experimental
results as Fig. 9 and mark Case 0. Regarding the optimal
frequency value f  as the initial frequency of power
capping, seven memory-bound applications are executed
under RAPL power control (where the frequency is
dynamically scaled) and the experimental results are
recorded as Case 1. The frequency value under the

Fig. 9 Improvement of performance, and power and energy savings of NAS benchmarks. The further away from the centre,
the better the improvement.
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default resource allocation strategy fmax is regarded
as the initial frequency of power capping and seven
memory-bound programs are executed under RAPL
power control. The experimental results are recorded as
Case 2.
Figure 9 shows the performance, power, and energy
consumption changes of seven applications under three
scenarios (Case 0, Case 1, and Case 2) compared with
the default resource allocation strategy. The further away
from the center, the better performance improvement,
power savings, and energy savings an application has.
Combining these three graphs, we find that compared
with Case 1, Case 2 improves the performance most,
but it causes the worst power consumption, which is
not in line with the original intention of this paper. The
purpose of this paper is to improve the performance of
the applications under power constraints. However, to
improve the performance of the program at the cost
of causing, a lot of power consumption is not what
we advocate. Unlike Case 2, Case 1 strictly complies
with the power constraints, and the percentage of power
consumption reduction tends to zero, which maximizes
the performance of the application within the power
constraints.
Cases 0 and 1 are the recommended methods. Both
of them use the resource allocation strategy proposed
in this paper to find the optimal number of compute
nodes and frequency. The only difference is that RAPL
has been carried on to power capping in Case 1, which
achieves higher performance improvement. It is worth
emphasizing that both Cases 0 and 1 have applied our
approach proposed in this paper, which shows that this
algorithm is effective and necessary.
5.5
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0.52%, 6.21%, and 0.36%, respectively. But for
STREAM, the performance decreases by 21.30% and the
energy consumption increases by 16.11%. This result
shows that the number of used processor core has a great
impact on the performance of memory-bound programs.
However, our approach can achieve the performance
improvement of memory-bound programs under power
constraints.
5.6

Compared to the optimal performance

In this experiment, we enumerate all N values from
1 to 4 and f  values from 1.2 to 2.6 GHz to find the
optimal N  and f  for performance improvement
and power control. This optimal result by traversal
methods is denoted as optimal value in Fig. 10. Figures
10 and 11 compare the performance improvement by
our approach and that by optimal setting using 10 and
30 nodes, respectively. Table 6 lists two groups of
values for N  and f  with our approach and optimal
setting, respectively. We can find the performance
improvement by our algorithm is competitive compared
to that by optimal setting. The performance improvement
difference between them for the whole 12 benchmarks
is 1.3% on average in Fig. 10 and 1.5% in Fig. 11,
respectively.
The power savings comparison of our approach and
optimal setting by traversal methods is shown in Figs. 12
and 13. The power savings difference between them for

Using up all the cores of N C  N* compute
nodes

Because our approach adds N  nodes based on the
default resource allocation strategy, the number of
idle cores increases while the number of processes
remains unchanged, which reduces the utilization of
processors. Can we further utilize all the processor
cores (by increasing the number of processes) to further
improve program performance? Experimental results
show that for benchmark sp, RandomAccess, DGEMM,
and bt, using up all the cores of N C N  nodes
leads to 7.77%, 2.98%, 9.65%, and 4.54% performance
improvement respectively compared to our approach
(Case 1). Power increases by 3.15%, –0.09%, 3.37%,
and 4.15%, respectively. Energy reduces by 0.06%,

Fig. 10 Performance improvement comparison of our
approach and optimal setting for 10 nodes.

Fig. 11 Performance improvement comparison of our
approach and optimal setting for 30 nodes.
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Extra nodes  N* and CPU frequency f * given by our approach and optimal settings.
Frequency by
Frequency by optimal
Type
N
N  by ours
N  by optimal setting
ours (GHz)
setting (GHz)
Memory-bound
9
2
2
1.5
1.7
Memory-bound
8
1
1
1.8
1.8
Memory-bound
7
1
1
1.8
1.8
Memory-bound
8
1
1
1.8
1.9
Memory-bound
8
2
2
1.2
1.4
Memory-bound
7
2
1
1.8
2.1
Memory-bound
9
1
1
2.3
2.4
Memory-bound
7
0
1
2.6
2.3
CPU-bound
7
0
0
2.6
2.6
CPU-bound
8
0
0
2.6
2.6
CPU-bound
8
0
0
2.6
2.6
CPU-bound
7
0
0
2.6
2.6

Table 6
Benchmark
sp
RandomAccess
mg
STREAM
DGEMM
cg
bt
lu
ft
FFT
PRANTS
ep

Fig. 12 Power savings given by our approach and optimal
settings for using 10 computing nodes.

Fig. 13 Power savings given by our approach and optimal
settings for using 30 computing nodes.

12 benchmarks for 10 nodes is 0.9% on average. By our
approach, programs mg and DGEMM get more power
savings compared to optimal settings. That is because
the processor frequency by our approach is a little lower
than that by the optimal setting.

6

Related Work

Energy consumption has become one of the most
important concerns in computing systems and HPC
in particular[13] . Several researchers have developed
techniques and systems to save energy with a slight
increase in execution time. Reference [22] used Duty
Cycle Modulation technology to save energy in MPI
applications and Ref. [23] used DVFS technology to

save energy in OpenMP applications. Reference [24]
found that combining DVFS and Duty Cycle Modulation
can get more energy savings. These approaches
saved processor energy consumption by scaling down
processor clock frequency with a modest increase in
execution time. The increase in execution time depends
on the accuracy of processor idle time prediction.
References [25, 26] used Near Threshold Computing
(NTC) to save processor energy consumption. Except
for saving processor energy consumption, Refs. [27, 28]
focused on how to reduce memory energy consumption.
Besides low-power techniques, power-constrained
problems for compute nodes are also focused.
References [29, 30] reasonably allocated power to CPU
and memory for performance improvement with the
power limits. The main idea is that the power demands
of the processor and memory are different for different
applications. According to applications’ characteristics,
they allocated power to CPU and memory to satisfy their
demand for performance and power. Furthermore, Refs.
[31,32] focused on a cluster. Firstly, when the power of a
cluster is limited, they needed to set the number of active
nodes according to an application’s scalability. Secondly,
they needed to allocate the power to compute nodes, and
also allocate the power to processor and memory in one
node ultimately. Finally, they improved the application’s
performance with power constraints.
Processor overclocking has been used to improve
energy efficiency. For some applications, Ref. [30] found
using turbo technology can achieve better performance
under power constraints. It changes the clock speed
of each socket (include turbo frequency), core use per
socket, hyperthreading, the number of sockets in use,
and the number of memory controllers in use to improve

Juan Chen et al.: More Bang for Your Buck: Boosting Performance with Capped Power Consumption

performance. Reference [33] found F-overclocking
technology can achieve greater energy efficiency than
DVFS, low voltage technology, and baseline. Reference
[34] also found Turbo Boost Technology would enhance
the application’s energy efficiency. This prior work is
thus complementary to our work and can be used to
control the CPU frequency when adding extra nodes.

7

Conclusion

This paper has presented a novel resource allocation
scheme for HPC workloads, specifically targets memorybound data-parallel applications. Our approach exploits
a key observation that to improve performance, by
reducing the number of parallel processes on a single
host, one can reduce the memory contention. Unlike
prior work that aims to maximize the system utilization,
our approach judiciously allocates additional computing
nodes to run a fewer number of parallel processes on
a single node. Furthermore, to cap the total power
consumption, our approach automatically determines
the best CPU frequency to suit the CPU performance
with the memory throughput. We propose a set
of analytical models to estimate the profitability of
using additional compute nodes based on profiling
information. We evaluate our approach by applying
it on a high-performance cluster to 12 MPI benchmarks.
Experimental findings show that our approach improves
the performance of seven memory-bound applications by
12.69% on average, but using 7.06% less overall power
consumption, which translates into 17.77% energy
savings when compared to the default resource allocation
strategy.
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